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DockyDock User Guide  

Introduction  

DockyDock is a boat hull cover designed to protect the boat hull from growth and barnacles.  

Barnacles have always been a problem for all types of power boats and it can become an expensive and time consuming 

problem to resolve, taking the vessel out from the water, cleaning it, adding protective coatings and then placing it back 

in the water.  

This user manual is a guide for the installation and the maintenance of the DockyDock and how to use it in the mooring 

space.  

   
1–  Mooring the DockyDock  

A) Finer Mooring  

B) Side Mooring  

C) Swing Mooring.  

D) Pile Mooring. 

E) Side Mooring.  

F) Swing Mooring.   

Warrantee.        

We offer 2 years full warranty to the customer for receiving the DockyDock without any defect from the manufacturing 

process. Please check our pre order policy at our website.   

2-  Airbag lift system.  

3-   Water pump.  

4-   Air valve.  

5–  Cleaning the DockyDock  

6–  Repairs.  
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Air bag lift system for the tailgate.    

There are two types of airbag lift system, these two systems are needed for large boats with large tail-

gates width to accede 320cm and depends on the client choice.  

1– The Plug in Airbag. 

This system consist of air bag with valve and air release valve, linked up to hose, and air valve at the other 

end, held in a metal frame to be plugged on the tailgate frame. It is easy to plug in and out if any accident 

happened.   

2– The integrated air bag on the tailgate, this is air bag build inside the tailgate for lifting the tailgate up 

and down.  
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DockyDock Finger mooring  

The DockyDock should be treated very similar to a rip boat with regards to protection and positioning at the mooring space.  

DockyDock should not be in contact with the wooden dock and rubbing against a pile or any object on outer parameter.  

Fenders are required to isolate the DockyDock from the wooden jetty/dock.      

It is recommended to use a flat fenders  to save the space or any suitable fenders , other options such as Whip-mooring is 

recommended too.    
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DockyDock Finger mooring  continue  

DockyDock Finger mooring  

owners should check with their Marina/Yacht club for required  rope thickness for securing the 

DockyDock  as this varies.  
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DockyDock Pile mooring  

It is important to be extra carful with Pile mooring, and make sure the DockyDock is protected 

from rubbing against the piles, so the boat needs to be secured with the ropes and tied to the 

piles on both sides Port and Star Board to secure no sawing left and right pushing the 

DockyDock against the piles.      

Correct and secure 

mooring 

Bad and unsecured 

mooring 
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Side Mooring information 

Boat outside the DockyDock  

The DockyDock to be tied to the 

wooden dock / Jetty temporary  

Boat inside the DockyDock  

The DockyDock to be tied to the  

boat only.  

  

The DockyDock to be tied to the  boat only and not to the Wooden dock at the same time.  

The reason is to prevent the boat to rock against the DockyDock, when the boat and the DockyDock are 

tied together they become one unit and when the tide is up and down, they will go up and down to-

gether. 

When the boat leaves the DockyDock for activity, then the DockyDock can be tide to the wooden dock/

jetty temporarily so it will no drift away.  

With regards to the anchor at the back, it has to be tide up to the boat, but when the boat is outside, 

then the anchor rope to be tide up to the DockyDock to stop it from swaying and drifting.                
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Swing Mooring information 

The DockyDock can be positioned in a swing mooring position.  

  

IT is possible to have an inflatable 

pontoon which is available from 

DockyDock company , this pontoon 

very useful for maintaining the boat 

and very good stepping stone to land 

and then stepping to the boat.   
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Costal tidal Mooring information 

DockyDock will protect the boat on tidal mooring and in a situation that the boat sit on the mud.  

DockyDock needs to be informed of the mooring situation and the situation of the mooring ground 

such as mud, stones, sand etc, so the bottom fabric can be strengthened with extra layer of material.  

The DockyDock fabric is strong enough for mud or sand.  
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Water pump information  

Pumping the water out of the DockyDock is not necessary, it is optional, the DockyDock will protect 

the boat hull regardless if there is water inside the DockyDock or not.  

The DockyDock product is not a dry dock, it is underwater hull cover, and it is sold on these bases.  

DockyDock company does not guarantee the DockyDock hull is water tight, water can find its way 

from many ways, rain, condensation, water wave, or very small pin size hole.  

However pumping the water out is optional and possible.  

There are other ways in expelling water out of th DockyDock without using water pump, such as posi-

tioning a floating material blow the DockyDock hull, this method is guaranteed, and it can be added  

to the DockyDock on request.    
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Closing the tailgate   

Closing and squaring the tailgate is by rapping the rope around the inflatable air chamber in a loop, and 

tying it in the cleat attached on the slider.    

Mooring the boat and the DockyDock in a canal or Swing mooring will experience a push of drifting   

water current underneath, pushing the tailgate forward, this will cause difficulties lifting the tailgate 

with the rope.  

The solution is easy, simply attach a rop from the end of the inflatable to the corner of the tailgate on 

both sides, the length of the rope needs to be suitable to create 80 degree angle as in the image 

above.          

Water current  
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Air valve information 

DockyDock has a British made Air valves, and every DockyDock has 3 chambers and 3 valves.  

The valves used are     

The Valves are easy to use, it has a nob inside , and when the nob is up the valve is locked, and when 

the nob is low the valve is open, if you push the nob down and twist untie-clockwise  the valve will 

be locked open. If you push down and twist clockwise the nob popup and will be locked closed. 

When you inflate the DockyDock chamber you need the nob up position.     

 The air pressure should be 3 bar, and if you don’t have a gage, you only need to feel the chamber is 

inflated reasonably and not to over inflate.    

The inflatable DockyDock usually supplied with air valve adapter, so you can use any air pump hose 

with it.  

Air valve adapter  
Air valve 
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Cleaning The DockyDock  

Cleaning the underneath of the DockyDock.  

 

There is no need to clean the underneath of the 

DockyDock. Growth will happen underneath the 

DockyDock but this has no effect, because the DockyDock 

is not used for sailing activity, it is stationary on the moor-

ing space.  

But in the event of moving the DockyDock to another ma-

rina or for storage purpose, it is possible to remove the 

DockyDock and clean it with a power wash machine, it will 

clean easily  

DockyDock company does not recommend customers 

add any chemicals to the DockyDock to clean the boats 

hull. 

Cleaning the inside of the DockyDock.  

The environment are different from area to are depending on the geo-

graphic location. In a sunny countries and dusty locations, dust can accu-

mulate inside the DockyDock, or green thin layer can happen from the sun 

shining inside the DockyDock. This can be cleaned with easily by inflating 

the DockyDock hull from underneath by passing the air pipe and pumping 

air through.  

Powerful air pumps are available from DockyDock website           
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Patch repair information 

In the unlikely event of a damage by a sharp object, and a puncture happened on the air chamber.  

Please check our YouTube channels for repair video, you will see full information.  

 

However the repair is simple, you will need a PVC fabric glue consist of glue and hardener in most cas-

es. You will need to follow the glue instructions, which is usualy two coats of glue, and 10 minuets 

time between each coat. The glue has to be applied on both areas the patch and the damaged area.  

 Then to position a heavy object on the patch and to be left for 12 hours to cure.   

 

 

    
Deflate the DockyDock  

And clean the damaged are 

from salt and oil, use white 

spirit.    

Apply the glue on both the 

damaged are and the patch 

twice, 10 minuets between 

each coat.  Don’t apply with 

the glue wet, let the glue be 

tacky and nearly dry  

Push the patch hard on the 

damaged position, and apply 

heat on it using heat gun.  

Then leave it for 12 hours to 

set.  


